Tips for Creating a Tutor Profile

• Choose a profile picture that clearly depicts to a tutee who will be
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tutoring them. A profile picture should be a clear photo of just you.
Add the subjects and courses you have mastered and feel comfortable
teaching.
Subjects are added as broad categories. For example, math, physics,
chemistry, etc.
Courses are added as specific categories. For example, if you put math
as a subject you can teach, to further elaborate you can add the course
code MAC2311 for Calculus 1. Course codes are specific to colleges/
universities.
Setting a rate should be based on the average of the rates of the tutors
on TMS. The current average is about $15/hr. Your hourly rate should be
near this rate if you would like to increase your chances of being
booked.
Add information in your "About Me" that is relevant to you as a tutor and
as a person. It should explain what makes you a good tutor and tell a
little about yourself, such as your hobbies and interests. This information
is similar to what you would want in your resumé. Be professional in this
section.
Add availability to your calendar! Though this is not required, it does
help increase the chances that you will be booked. Whenever your
availability changes you can always go back and change your calendar
accordingly.
Enable the "Send me an SMS when you receive a message" option.
Enabling this option allows you to be instantly notified when a potential
tutee sends you a message through TMS so you won't have to log in to
check if you have messages!
As a student, there will be times you are busy and/or out of town. Please
keep in mind that whenever you feel like you will be too busy to tutor,
you can login to your profile and hide your tutor profile from the
marketplace by de-selecting the option to “Show my Tutor Profile on the
marketplace.”
Have a question or comment? Please contact us at
help@TutorMatchingService.com or 1-877-919-TUTOR (877-919-8886).

